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‘Mental health medicines information‘Mental health medicines information
resources for youth in Ireland areresources for youth in Ireland are

inadequate.’inadequate.’  
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"As a contributor to YouthMed.Info, I'm proud to see this"As a contributor to YouthMed.Info, I'm proud to see this
valuable resource launch. It valuable resource launch. It empowers young peopleempowers young people

navigating mental health treatment with clear andnavigating mental health treatment with clear and
accessible information. These videos provide a accessible information. These videos provide a safe andsafe and

empathetic spaceempathetic space for us to understand their for us to understand their
medications fully. This collaborative effort will make amedications fully. This collaborative effort will make a

genuine positive impact, and I hope we can continue togenuine positive impact, and I hope we can continue to
expand this project. The expand this project. The voice of young people mattersvoice of young people matters
mostmost in their own healthcare and YouthMed.Info helps in their own healthcare and YouthMed.Info helps

them to stay them to stay informed and listened toinformed and listened to young people young people
each step of the way." - Sophie Kathryneach step of the way." - Sophie Kathryn



What a fantastic tool for engaging a young teen. WeWhat a fantastic tool for engaging a young teen. We
watched it and it allowed a conversation afterwards.watched it and it allowed a conversation afterwards.
But yes it felt so much more relaxing going to see theBut yes it felt so much more relaxing going to see the

anxious young person and suggesting we watch a veryanxious young person and suggesting we watch a very
short YouTube together and then talk about that. Soshort YouTube together and then talk about that. So

huge thank you ! - Advanced Pharmcist Practitioner, UKhuge thank you ! - Advanced Pharmcist Practitioner, UK
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